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Abstract
Driving is a daily encountered task for many. Unlike the majority of life’s daily hassles, however, the act of driving has
significant environmental repercussions. Supporting the development of environmentally conscious driving techniques and
developing tools and interfaces to reduce the environmental impact of driving is warranted to minimise the negative impact
of these actions. The current paper documents the development of a complete cognitive work analysis (CWA) to support
environmentally conscious driving. The paper proposes that the use of the CWA approach-enabled examination of the fuelefficient driving task and consideration of the role numerous objects, agents and skills can play in facilitating fuel-efficient
driving. In addition to the traditional CWA process, this paper shows how the revealed finding can be used as the basis for
developing specifications that can be taken forward to allow for the development of novel in-vehicle interfaces to support
fuel-efficient driving.
Keywords Cognitive work analysis · Eco-driving · Pervasive technology · Fuel-efficient driving

1 Introduction
Anthropometric climate change is, and will continue to be,
a defining truth of the twenty-first century (Thornton and
Covington 2015). Greenhouse gases (GHG), for example,
carbon dioxide ( CO2) and nitrous oxides ( NOx) generated
by human action, for example, transport and manufacturing, play a key role in influencing global temperature and
weather conditions. Whilst it can be difficult for individuals to see the impact of their own behaviour, approximately
30–40% of total GHG emissions can be directly attributed
to individual energy needs supporting twenty-first-century
western lifestyles (Vandenbergh et al. 2007). Overall emissions can, however, be significantly reduced if individuals
modify their behaviour to act in a more environmentally
friendly manner (Dietz et al. 2009).
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Transport is a prolific source of pollution, especially
GHG emissions. In the European Union (EU), the quantity of GHG emitted directly as a consequence of transport
comes second only to electricity generation (Hill et al. 2012).
Road transportation, typically personal cars, is the highest
contributor to this statistic, accounting for approximately
75% of all transport GHG emissions (Hill et al. 2012). Similar patterns of emissions can be seen in the United States
of America, whereby car use accounts for between 32 and
41% of the USA’s total CO2 emissions (Vandenbergh and
Steinemann 2007; Bin and Dowlatabadi 2005). Barkenbus
(2010) estimates that approximately 8% of the worlds’ current CO2 emissions are a result of transportation. Minimising transportation-, and specifically automobile-related
emissions, should, therefore, be considered as a low-hanging
fruit to reduce current levels of GHG emissions. Due to the
vast number of road vehicles currently active, with the UK
alone, has an estimated 30.3 million privately cars on the
road [Department of Transport Vehicle Licensing Statistics:
Quarter 4 (Oct–Dec) 2015], small-scale savings made within
this sector can have a significant impact.
Whilst limiting the number of car journeys would be the
most dramatic way to reduce automotive vehicle-related
GHG emissions (Strömberg et al. 2015), this approach is
not viable. Two alternate approaches can, however, enable
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the use of cars whilst reducing fuel use and emissions. The
first approach is the development and implementation of
new in-vehicle technology and fuel-efficient drivetrains than
those currently available. Improvements in vehicle drivetrain
efficiency can be seen when considering hybrid and plug in
hybrid electric vehicles, such as the Toyota Prius, Nissan
Leaf and Mitsubishi PHEV. These vehicles use developments in technology to reduce emissions and achieve greater
fuel efficiency, with Mitsubishi PHEV claiming to achieve
157 miles per gallon, considerably greater than similar internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles. The second approach
is modifying driver behaviours, to encourage the adoption
of fuel-efficient, eco-driving techniques. Barkenbus (2010)
proposed that eco-driving is characterised by behaviours
such as modest acceleration, early gear changes, limiting
the engine to approximately 2500 revolutions per minute
(RPM), anticipating traffic flow to minimise breaking, driving below the speed limit, and limiting unnecessary idling. A
key advantage of encouraging eco-driving behaviours is that
these techniques can be employed by all drivers, and are not
reliant on significant financial investment, such as would be
necessary to purchase a new vehicle, with a more fuel efficient drivetrain. Consequently, encouraging eco-driving is
an appropriate technique for owners of older cars and those
with limited disposable income. Although eco-driving training has been demonstrated to offer significant fuel saving
benefits (Wu et al. 2017), it is also clear that many drivers do
not engage in such behaviors, despite previous awareness of
eco-driving techniques (Pampel et al. 2017). Previous work
(Allison and Stanton 2019; McIlroy et al. 2013) has highlighted that eco-driving should be supported and encouraged regularly via the use of in-vehicle interfaces to maintain long-term effectiveness. Identifying the constraints that
operate around car-use and driving behaviours can enable
the informed development of low-cost interfaces supporting
the maintenance of such behaviours.
In-car interfaces can be implemented to facilitate drivers’ awareness of their current behaviours (Oinas-Kukkonen
and Harjumaa 2009) as well as support and train drivers to
engage in more environmentally friendly driving behaviours
(Tulusan et al. 2012). The adoption of eco-driving behaviours can lead to a reduction in fuel use and subsequently
a reduction of C
 O2 and N
 Ox emissions. Such interfaces
have received positive reviews, for their potential in reducing GHG emissions (Carsten and Tate 2005), but concerns
relating to their use have arisen due to the possible negative
implications they can have on safety due to potential for
such displays to distract drivers (Cacciabue and Saad 2008;
Young et al. 2011). Due to this dichotomy, a focus on the
design of potential interfaces is considered a priority for
research in a variety of transport interface research fields,
commonly following a users’ centred design approach (Cacciabue and Martinetto 2006; Fénix et al. 2008).
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1.1 Cognitive work analysis
Cognitive work analysis (CWA) is a framework for understanding complex socio-technical systems, characterised
by close interactions of people and technology (Stanton
and Bessell 2014). Originally developed for use in the
nuclear power industry (Rasmussen 1986), it has been
suggested that CWA can act as a key tool when developing and designing novel systems (Rasmussen et al. 1990).
CWA seeks to understand the constraints that frame a
working system, understanding what is required of the
system as well as what is both possible and not possible
within the confines of the system (Kant 2017). By focusing on the constraints, the analysis seeks to understand
and support worker needs for improved efficiency and
safety (Stanton et al. 2013). CWA has been used for understanding a variety of complex systems including military
planning systems (Jenkins et al. 2008; Stanton and McIlroy 2012), team design (Naikar et al. 2003), the aviation
domain (Stanton et al. 2016) and even the Apple iPod
personal music device (Cornelissen et al. 2013). Drawing upon foundations in ecological psychology, general
systems thinking and adaptive control systems (Fidel and
Pejtersen 2004), CWA has developed into a domain agnostic and highly flexible method that can be utilised to understand both current work domains and explore the potential
of future developments. Naikar and Lintern (2002) suggest
that CWA is an ideal method for envisioning revolutionary
design as it allows a focus on the fundamental requirements of the system. CWA is an appropriate method for the
challenge of supporting eco-driving behaviours as it can be
used for both systems design of and inform the design of
future human–machine interfaces (van Westrenen 2011).
Indeed, previous work has used independent components
of the CWA process to support eco-driving including
developing an abstraction hierarchy (Birrell et al. 2012)
and decision ladders (McIlroy and Stanton 2015a).
The complete CWA process comprises of five key
phases, work domain analysis (WDA), control task analysis (ConTA), strategies analysis (StrA), social organisation
and cooperation analysis (SOCA) and worker competencies analysis (WCA) (Vicente 1999; McIlroy and Stanton
2011). The primary focus of the WDA is the development
of an abstraction hierarchy. The abstraction hierarchy aims
to map the proposed system on multiple conceptual levels,
ranging from it reason for existing to the physical objects
that comprise the system (Naikar 2013). Control task
analysis examines the constraints that operate on a system
within set conditions. ConTA can be seen as defining the
available inputs and end goal of a system (Naikar 2006).
The common tool for ConTA is that of the decision ladder (Vicente 1999), and examines the steps, and potential
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shortcuts, a user follows when operating a system. Phase
3 is the StrA component. It has been argued (Naikar 2006)
that the strategies individuals use to operate a system can
vary significantly under different operating conditions,
for example, as a result of time pressure or during highstress situations, such as a safety critical event. StrA often
takes the form of flow maps, defining start and end states
of the system and describing the potential tasks required
to transform the system for the start to the desired end
state (Ahlstrom 2005; Naikar 2006). The fourth phase
of CWA, SOCA, examines the allocation of tasks within
the system, accounting for both human and technological
agents on an equal level (Vicente 1999). SOCA maps the
responsibility of given tasks to different actors and acts
as a way reallocate tasks to improve efficiency and safety.
The dynamic allocation of function can be applied to all
elements of the CWA process, including the abstraction
hierarchy, CAT, StrA and the worker competency analysis (WCA). The final phase of the CWA framework is the
WCA. Kilgore and St-Cyr (2006) suggests that this stage
of CWA focuses on psychological constraints of the users
of systems. Worker competency analysis often draws upon
the Skills, Rules and Knowledge taxonomy (SRK; Vicente
1999) to map out the level of cognitive effort applied to
the different tasks.
Despite the final outcome of the CWA analysis not being
a complete workable design of the envisaged system or interface, it is argued that mapping the constraints and requirements can produce a final system more suitable to end-user
requirements, reducing the need for future iterative design
stages (McIlroy and Stanton 2011). CWA offers analysts a
technology agnostic approach to consider a system, allowing
for the consideration of both technology and human agents
in the same analysis (Vicente 1999; Jenkins et al. 2008).
This makes it an ideal approach for the development of novel
technology as well as a tool to consider the constraints for
a new addition or interface within a previously established
domain. Driving is one such domain whereby drivers must
interact with in-built vehicle mechanical systems, other
road users and, increasingly, in-vehicle technology, such as
driver-assist technology. This paper will document the development of a CWA to support fuel-efficient driving and lay
down the design constraints necessary to develop interfaces
that support fuel-efficient driving.

2 Method
Whilst a complete CWA can be seen as an extensive and
time-consuming task, requiring numerous iteration and
consultation, individual elements of the CWA process can
be completed independent of the full analysis and subsequently refined and validated (McIlroy and Stanton 2011).

Lintern et al. (2004) argued that the WDA component of
CWA provides an ideal starting point. As the key outcome
of the WDA is the abstraction hierarchy, initial focus was
given to the development of this metric. Although previous research (Birrell et al. 2012) produced an abstraction
hierarchy mapping eco-driving, considerable technical
developments have occurred within the automotive sector
since this prior work was completed, including considerable progress relating to the development and large scale
adoption of hybrid vehicles. It was, therefore, deemed
prudent to reconsider this work in light of these technical
developments.
The abstraction hierarchy was created over the course
of a daylong workshop with a series of academics with a
research interest in automotive fuel efficiency. Research
participants comprised of nine academic staff from the
University of Southampton, University College London
and Imperial College London. Participants were aged
between 27 and 57 years (M = 36.3, SD = 10.8) and all held
doctoral degree level qualifications within their respective fields of expertise. The workshop drew together individuals with an extensive knowledge of vehicle dynamics,
control engineering, drivetrain optimisation, traffic operations, eco-driving and fuel usage. The attendees held a
mixture of backgrounds, including Engineering, Human
Factors and traffic modelling. This enabled a consideration
of factors that would be unknown to any single member of
the team. As Sharp and Helmicki (1998) suggest, CWA is
heavily dependent on the skills and knowledge of the analysts and the resources at their disposal. Analysts understanding and knowledge of the system functioning are,
therefore, key in developing a useful and complete CWA.
To facilitate the workshop, two members of the team had
extensive knowledge and experience of the CWA process.
Following the initial workshop, the abstraction hierarchy was formally constructed based upon ideas discussed
during the workshop and remaining links between different
elements generated by the human factors team. The initial
workshop team subsequently validated the generated links
and elements during a follow-up workshop. For the validation exercise, each team member was presented with the
completed abstraction hierarchy, including the completed
means-end analysis, and was asked to exhaustively check
each object and link with the hierarchy. To facilitate this
process, each workshop participant was presented with a
matrix of each level pairing from the abstraction hierarchy,
for example “functional purpose” paired with “values and
priorities” and asked to mark within the matrix whether
each of the current connections were valid or whether a
new connection was needed. Following this process, each
modification, i.e. removal or addition of connections, was
discussed in depth with the wider team and group consensus was reached for each paring.
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Once the agreed upon abstraction hierarchy was validated,
the remaining CWA phases were completed independently
by the human factors team and subsequently validated by
the larger workshop team upon the completion of each stage.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Work domain analysis
When constructing an abstraction hierarchy for fuel-efficient
driving, the primary identified functional purposes of the
system were “save energy” and “reduce emissions (CO2
and NOx)”. A third potential functional purpose was added,
“getting from A to B”; however, questions were raised by
members of the team whether this was a function of the
proposed device or a by-product of being a device designed
to operate within a car. Although consensus was reached,
with the majority of the workshop team, it was a considerable point of discussion. The group continued to discuss
the values and priorities layer, the metrics for identifying
whether develop device would be successful at its previously
defined functional purposes. Eight values and priorities were
identified, “optimise vehicle range”; “reduce fuel usage”;
“minimise traffic delay”; “minimise congestion”; “optimise
driver satisfaction”; “optimise travel time”; “reduce NOx”;
and “reduce CO2”.
Rather than continuing the top–down approach, which
had driven the discussion up to this point, the team switched
to a bottom–up strategy to discuss the physical objects
that would be required by the potential system and elements which the system could interact with. This primarily
included sensors which the vehicle would need to be aware
of its surrounding environment, power systems and drivetrain to propel the vehicle, direct vehicular controls and
ancillary systems which require energy to operate, but are
not part of the fundamental requirements for vehicle motion,
for example, air condition and heating.
Once the physical objects within the system had been
defined, the team progressed to discuss the object related
properties layer within the hierarchy. This layer focuses primarily on the function of the physical objects of the system,
for example “air conditioning”, a physical object, influences
“cabin temperature” and controls “cabin humidity”. The
development of the object-related properties layer was also
key in identifying physical objects that had not been initially
considered, prompting further discussion.
The final stage to be completed was the PurposeRelated Functions. This layer seeks to bridge the objective elements of the hierarchy with the larger gestalt aims
of the system under investigation. The functions identified related to identifying “road attributes” “objects in
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the world” “control vehicle motion” and ensuring “driver
comfort” and “passenger comfort”.
The complete abstraction hierarchy is presented within
Online Appendix 1. The complete list of items that abstraction hierarchy is comprised of is presented within Table 1
for clarity. In addition, the purpose of each physical object,
and its corresponding impact on fuel usage are presented
in Table 2, alongside a corresponding reference. To test
the suitability and completeness of the identified abstraction hierarchy, an exhaustive means-ends analysis was
completed following the why–what–how triad approach
(Rasmussen et al. 1994; Vicente 1999). Within the abstraction hierarchy, it possible to nominate any item within the
matrix and as ask the question “what does this do?”. When
considering all connections in the layer immediately above
the node it is possible to answer the question “why does it
do this?”. When considering all connections in the layer
immediately below, it is possible to answer the question
“how does it achieve this?” This ensured that all required
connections were adequately captured and addressed. Following this analysis, the final abstraction hierarchy was
produced. Due to the number of items and connections
that were identified within the abstraction hierarchy, Fig. 1
presents a subsection of the abstraction hierarchy exploring the connections and affordances of the physical object
“GPS” to illustrate the connections which exist.
Taking the physical object of in-vehicle GPS, this
object can be used to afford knowledge of the most “fuelefficient path” to a given destination, the “shortest path”,
in terms of distance, to a given destination, and the “fastest
path” to a given destination, in terms of travel time. The
GPS system also affords the ability to “detect infrastructure”, including traffic lights, junction, roundabouts and
speed limits, as each of these factors will influence the
potential paths the vehicle can take. Knowledge of vehicle paths, be it most fuel efficient, shortest or fastest, are
linked to “road attributes” and constrained by “objects in
the world”. The ability to detect infrastructure is linked
to knowledge of “objects in the world”. If a system has
knowledge of road attributes, and objects in the world,
which could, potentially include other road users, it will
be possible to generate a route that “minimises congestion”, “minimises fuel use”, “minimises traffic delays”,
“optimises vehicle range”, “optimises driver satisfaction”
and “optimises traffic time”. Because of these advantages,
the system assists the driver in completing their journey
and “get from A to B”, but also “save energy” and “reduce
emissions (CO2 and N
 Ox)”. Similar thought processes can
be applied to every object within the abstraction hierarchy
to generate the complete set of links through each of the
physical objects to the overall functional purposes of the
system.
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Table 1  Object related
processes and physical objects
identified within the abstraction
hierarchy

Functional purposes
Values and priorities

Purpose related function

Object related processes

Save energy
Reduce emissions ( CO2 and NOx)
Getting from A to B
Optimise vehicle range
Reduce fuel usage
Minimise traffic delay
Minimise congestion
Optimise driver satisfaction
Optimise travel time
Reduce NOx
Reduce CO2
Detect and present road attributes
Detect and present objects in the world
Control vehicle motion
Provide motive force
Support driver comfort
Support passenger comfort
Display vehicle speed
Display vehicle RPM
Control cabin humidity
Alert of hazards
Detect traffic jams
Provide information on other vehicle behaviours
Hold knowledge of most fuel efficient path
Understand own vehicle position
Understand own vehicle motion
Detect other road users
Hold knowledge of weather condition and forecast
Hold knowledge of shortest path
Hold knowledge of fastest path
Detect pedestrians
Control lighting
Hold knowledge of road gradient
Hold knowledge of road width
Detect infrastructure
Present speed limit
Present information on traffic lights
Control acceleration
Control vehicle speed
Control vehicle lane position
Control vehicle heading
Control vehicle headway
Present vehicle path
Provide a path
Provide energy
Control temperature of cabin
Provide information on range
Predict closure of roadway
Detect speed of other vehicles
Smooth motion
Detect distance of other vehicles
Maintain road adherence
Provide information on intersections
Provide information on road curvature
Present battery (state of charge)
Present battery (state of health)
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Table 1  (continued)
Physical objects

3.2 Control task analysis
The ConTA builds on the ideas presented within the WDA,
to consider temporal constraints on a system, that is, when
key activities using the system would take place. A common
tool for achieving this goal is the contextual activity template
(CAT; Naikar et al. 2006). The key objective of the CAT is
to identify whether a task is typically completed within a
given situation, whether a task can be completed within the
situation, or whether the task is not possible within the situation. Within this framework, the work functions of a system
are compared across considered across multiple potential
situations, which may be as a consequence of spatial or
temporal constraints (Rasmussen et al. 1994; Naikar et al.
2006). Defining appropriate work functions, however, can
be a great challenge. Although a departure from traditional
CWA approaches, Stanton and Bessell (2014) suggest that
the object-related processes, identified within the abstraction
hierarchy, are suitable for the definition of systems work
functions. Whilst this may not hold true within large-scale
systems with multiple supervisory operators, within the
context of driving with a single operator, this approach was
deemed appropriate and has been adopted within the current analysis. To achieve this goal, a matrix was developed
whereby each Object-Related Process identified within the
abstraction hierarchy was plotted against a variety of road
situations that a driver could be faced with. The matrix was
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Hybrid electric vehicles
Torque converter
Heating
Clutch
Energy recovery (brake)
Battery
Vehicle lights
Start/stop
V2X communication
Internal combustion engine
Fuel
Automation
Infrastructure (road)
GPS
Camera/vision systems
Current weather
Lidar
Road surface
Road markings
Meteorological service
Road network map
Radar
Gear box
Brake
Accelerator
Instrument cluster
Steering wheel
Air conditioning
Tyres

then overlaid with box and whisker plots to map whether
the object-related process could be completed in the given
situation. A box within a cell represents that the task can be
completed within the situation; a circle or whisker indicates
that an activity can be performed within the current situation
and typically is and a cell with no markings indicates that an
activity is not possible with the situation.
The development of the situations that would be considered was a key undertaking within this stage of the analysis.
Situations that were initially considered were based on the
generic road types that a driver could experience, including
motorway (clear), motorway (congested), urban, and countryside. It quickly became apparent, however, that road type
was largely not a key determinant factor to the identified
object-related processes. Although minor differences were
observed, for example, traffic lights are not present within
motorway driving, the majority of driving-related tasks
are independent of road type. A key example of this is the
object-related process “Control vehicle heading”, controlling vehicle heading is important for all scenarios where
the vehicle is in motion, and not limited to a specific road
type. To overcome this limitation, the holistic nature of a
car journey was considered. The analysis was, therefore,
widened to include specific journey scenarios, which could
be encountered during a standard drive, including traveling
on a motorway slip road and being on a roundabout. Figure 2 presents an excerpt of the completed CAT analysis

Vehicle with multiple power sources to power the drive train, uses
both fuel and stored electric energy
Present within automatic transmission vehicles instead of a clutch,
power from the engine transferred to the gear box via torque
converter
Provides passenger comfort

Hybrid electric vehicles

References

Takezaki et al. (2000)

Gillespie (1992)

Tunnell et al. (2018)

LaClair et al. (2014)

Tunnell et al. (2018)

Tunnell et al. (2018)

LaClair et al. (2014)

Miller and Heard (2016)

Gillespie (1992)
Gillespie (1992)

Barkenbus (2010)
LaClair et al. (2014)

Ehsani et al. (2018)

Ehsani et al. (2018)

Barkenbus (2010)

Horrein et al. (2016)

Electrical energy is not fuel, allowing engine to run more efficiently Ehsani et al. (2018)
as the battery makes up any energy deficit
More efficient torque converter leads to increased power to the gear Robinette et al. (2011)
box resulting in reduced fuel usage

Impact on fuel economy

Within Hybrid and electrical vehicles typically powered by the
electrical system requiring energy. Within internal combustion
engines typically powered by waste heat from the engine
Clutch
Within manual transmission vehicles. Controls power flow between Control of clutch affects fuel usage by influencing RPM and enaengine and gearbox
bling coasting behaviours
Energy recovery (brake)
Available within electric and hybrid vehicles, vehicle is capable of Fuel is not required to solely power the vehicle, allowing reduced
acting as a generator to recharge battery
fuel usage
Battery
Stores electrical energy to allow electrical systems to function
Provides an alternative energy source for the vehicle
Vehicle lights
Provides visibility to the driver and provide warning to other driv- Requires electrical energy to function
ers about driver intentions
Start/stop
Turns engine off when vehicle is not in motion
Stops fuel being used due to engine idling
Opportunity to guide driver actions, for example use of alternaV2x communication
Provides driver with information about upcoming road events and
other vehicles
tive route to avoid congestion or slowing the vehicle prior to a
required stop due to traffic lights
Internal combustion engine Uses fuel to provide motive force to the vehicle
Overall engine efficiency affects fuel usage
Fuel
Provides chemical energy for conversion into electrical and kinetic Is fuel
energy to power vehicle
Automation
Option to allow the vehicle to perform tasks without the for direct
Provides potential for more efficient journey parameters including
human action/involvement
optimisation which drivers would otherwise struggle with
Infrastructure (road)
Road objects and elements which control the flow of traffic
Applies limitations to potential actions of the driver, which can act
to both improve fuel efficiency (e.g. improving flow) or penalise
fuel efficiency (Traffic lights)
GPS
Possess a map for the road environment and provide position and
Can generate most fuel efficient route information and effect subsetime information to guide route decisions
quent route decisions
Camera/vision system
Provide information on other objects within the road environment
Provide advanced warning of potential hazards allowing for
smoother driving style
Current weather
Physical weather conditions which would affect both road surface
Potential impact on fuel efficiency due to changes in road rolling
and visibility
resistance and potential impacts on potential speed choices
Lidar
Sensor to measure distance to surrounding objects and vehicles
Potential for use in adaptive cruise control systems. Provide guidance on potential behaviours
Road surface
Provide low rolling resistance substrate to allow vehicle to drive
Different surfaces have different rolling resistance affecting overall
along.
fuel usage
Road marking
Denote route information to allow multiple vehicles to cooperate
Provide limitation on driver actions and control potential driver
within a limited space
behaviour

Heating

Torque converter

Description

Physical object

Table 2  Description of the physical objects layer, and their influence on fuel usage
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Gillespie (1992)

Gillespie (1992)
Yan et al. (2018)

Barkenbus (2010)
Barkenbus (2010)
Jamson et al. (2015)

Increases adhesion of the car to the road by providing high friction
between wheel and road surface
Tyres

Brake
Accelerator
Instrument cluster

Gear box

Radar

Allow driver to control direction of travel
Converts engine power for internal cabin climate control
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Road network map

Steering wheel
Air conditioning

Kinetic energy is converted into heat which is dissipated and wasted
Requires fuel to be converted into kinetic energy
Option to influence driver actions and provide feedback to the
driver
Provide options to allow driver to change route and avoid obstacles
Requires energy, generated from fuel, to run, varying efficiency
impacts overall fuel usage
More rigid/inflated tyres provide greater fuel economy as subsequently less rolling resistance

Barkenbus (2010)

Tunnell et al. (2018)

Potential for use in adaptive cruise control systems. Provide guidance on potential behaviours
Allows selection of appropriate RPM ratings at different speeds.

LaClair et al. (2014)

LaClair et al. (2014)

Provide information on upcoming weather. Provide warning about
road condition
Provide information on road network. Potential to provide information on traffic levels
Sensor which measures velocity of and distance to surrounding
objects and vehicles
Selects different engine operating speeds to control overall RPM
control torque to the driven wheels
Provide ability to decrease vehicle speed
Provide ability to increase vehicle speed
Provide information to the driver including speed and RPM
Meteorology service

Potential to effect timing of potential drive and subsequent driver
behaviour
Potential to affect route decisions

Description
Physical object

Table 2  (continued)

Impact on fuel economy

References
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demonstrating the different situations a driver could find
themselves in. The complete CAT analysis is presented
within Online Appendix 2. In total, 23 different situations
were considered, motorway clear; motorway congested;
urban; major a-road; country road; junction; rural; residential; planning journey; in-car pre engine start; waiting at traffic lights; waiting at a junction; on a slip road; post journey,
engine turned off; pre journey, engine started, handbrake on;
on a roundabout; initial acceleration from stationary; cruising/steady speed; overtaking; parking; emergency stopping;
reversing; and general braking.
From Fig. 2, it can bee seen that for the tasks of “display
vehicle speed”, “display vehicle RPM”, “alert of hazards”,
“detecting traffic jams”, “providing information on other
vehicle behaviours”, “own vehicle position”, “own vehicle
motion” and “other road users” are all typically applicable
to the situations of driving on “motorway (clear)”, “motorway (congested)”, “urban”, “major a-road”, “country road”,
“junction”, “rural” and “residential”, however, are not experienced when a driver is initially planning their journey. The
task of most fuel-efficient path, however, can occur in all
of the aforementioned scenarios, including “Planning Journey”. The task of “Traffic Lights” is also different as traffic
lights do not appear motorways, and consequently cannot
be encountered during this situation. Whilst traffic lights
do not typically appear on major A-roads, traffic lights can
be encountered on this road type. Traffic lights also are not
encountered when planning a journey.
The CAT analysis highlighted how important the majority
of the identified object-related processes are to the general
task of driving. This finding was not initially anticipated,
and although it could be argued such a finding makes this
analysis superfluous, it is useful when considering the value
of presenting situation tailored information. The analysis
revealed how key vehicle metrics available to the driver are
independent of the immediate need. One example of this is
“display vehicle speed”, which is available to the driver in
all situations post engine start, including when the vehicle
is stationary, and hence has no recorded speed and speed
information is unnecessary. With the greater use of LCD
displays within vehicles, future development could be influenced by knowledge of current context, supported by vehicle
information data, including speed and on-board GPS and by
the potential of V2X communication. The push for contextdriven information has been supported within previous work
exploring drivers’ information desires (Davidsson and Alm
2014). Across a series of interviews with 33 drivers, Davidsson and Alm (2014) found that information which drivers
ranked as highly important in one context was not required
in a different context. Taken together with the results of the
current study, leveraging the role of context could play a
central role in supporting fuel-efficient behaviours.
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Fig. 1  Excerpt from the completed abstraction hierarchy

It is typical to progress the insights of the ConTA at this
point to consider constraints in terms of decision-making
processes. This analysis is typically achieved using decision ladders (Vicente 1999). The decision ladder presents
a linear sequence of information processing steps, with
novices following a linear process through all the steps and
expert users able to make cognitive shortcuts through the
steps. Whilst this stage would present a valuable addition
to the current work, extensive work exploring the decisions
ladders approach within eco-driving has already been completed (McIlroy and Stanton 2015a). Due to the depth of this
analysis, there is little need within the current analysis to
revisit this topic area within the current study. The decision
ladders developed by McIlroy and Stanton (2015a) were,
therefore, used within the current study when progressing
through the remaining CWA stages.

3.3 Strategies analysis
To progress through the StrA component of the CWA
process, a series of simplified flow maps (Ahlstrom
2005) were produced. Although the use of extensive flow
diagrams has been recommended for this stage of the

investigation (Vicente 1999), the lack of clear guidance
in how these should be produced and a lack of tools to
facilitate the process hamper the adoption of this approach.
Simplified flow maps are designed to present the strategies that individuals can use to achieve a set goal. Where
appropriate, an individual may have access to different
strategies at different times, dependant on external factors,
for example, time constraints or accessibility of required
tools. Simplified flow maps were created for the tasks of
deceleration, acceleration, managing headway and maintaining current speed. The developed flow maps were
based upon the decision ladders presented by (McIlroy and
Stanton 2015a), and validated by the initial workshop team
upon completion. The developed flow maps are presented
within Online Appendix 3. As an example, Fig. 3 presents
the simplified flow map for the scenario of deceleration to
a lower speed.
As can be seen from this simplified flow map, once the
driver has identified the need to decelerate to a lower speed,
they can take three actions to achieve their goal.
1. Directly applying force to the brake pedal, allowing the
vehicle to rapidly decelerate.
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Fig. 2  Excerpt from the completed CAT analysis

Fig. 3  Simplified flow map for the task of deceleration to a lower speed

2. Remove force from the accelerator pedal and rely upon
engine braking to gradually slow the vehicle. The driver
will consequently only apply force to the brake pedal
when absolutely necessary to maintain required headway.
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3. Determine that a deceleration would not be required if
the vehicle was in a different lane of the road, and acting
to change the vehicle’s lateral position.

Cognition, Technology & Work

For both actions whereby the vehicle maintains it current heading, the fundamental procedural requirements are
consistent. The driver must remove force from the accelerator pedal and may have to, depending on distance available,
apply pressure to the brake pedal. Fuel use in this context is
related not to the mechanical actions that the driver takes,
which due to their prescribed nature cannot significantly
vary, but rather relate to the forces applied and the timings of
the drivers’ actions. By alerting drivers to the need to react
to a potential hazard earlier, possibly due to the use of V2X
communication, identified within the abstraction hierarchy,
drivers will be able to rely more on engine braking to slow
the vehicle, reducing the need to apply force to the brake
pedal, therefore mitigating the need to take further actions.
This offers support for the need for context aware interfaces
and interventions that can inform the driver of upcoming
actions that may be required, as identified within the CAT
analysis, reducing the need for braking and improving overall fuel efficiency.

3.4 Social organisation and cooperation analysis
The CWA evaluation continued to examine and complete
a SOCA. SOCA seeks to identify which agents, both
human and non-human, can control and influence a situation (Houghton et al. 2015). SOCA can be seen as a way to
map the agents who have responsibilities within different
work situations. Multiple actors can influence or constrain a
situation, be this sequentially or simultaneously, supporting
distributed working. Although it has been argued that SOCA
can play an important role when considering initial allocation of tasks, it can also be useful for considering which
tasks can be reallocated in existing systems to improve usability and efficiency, for example away from a human operator and towards automation (Naikar et al. 2006). Whilst no
specific tool for SOCA has been developed (Vicente 1999),
it is widely accepted that this stage should build on previous work completed during the CWA investigation, as such
for the current study, SOCA was completed as an annotated
CAT.
For the current CWA, nine agents were identified as playing a role in fuel efficient driving; “driver”, “on-board computers”, “on-board displays”, “on-board sensors”, “infrastructure network”, “other road users”, “vehicle mechanical
systems”, “vehicle electrical systems”, and “the law”. These
actors were considered for each of the object-related processes identified within the abstraction hierarchy and for
the situations identified within the CAT. The role of two
additional actors was discussed amongst team members at
length, that of Pedestrians and Passengers. Pedestrians were
discussed in relation to the specialist nature of pedestrians
in affecting road vehicles and traffic flow; however, it was
agreed that, for the considered situations, pedestrians could

be classed as “Other Road Users” and were, therefore, not
included in the final analysis. The role of “Passengers” was
also discussed as a possible actor within the system, as passengers could influence a driver’s actions, both positively,
for example, alerting the driver to upcoming hazards which
they may be unaware, or negatively, for example, by distracting the driver and disrupting their ability to complete
the driving task. It was decided, however, after considerable
reflection that the inclusion of this actor would not contribute to the analysis in any meaningful way. Passengers can
influence drivers’ decisions during all stages of a journey,
regardless of road type or specific manoeuvre the drivers are
currently engaged in, in a non-predictable way. Furthermore,
passengers will not be present for all journeys a driver completes, and as such cannot be seen as a consistent constraint.
The UK Department for Transport (2005) suggests that up
to 89% of car journeys are single occupancy, although this
figure varies considerably based on geographical location.
Although passengers may influence fuel use to a limited
extent, the lack of consistency and predictability meant that
this category was not taken forward.
An excerpt of the competed SOCA–CAT analysis is
presented in Fig. 4; the complete SOCA–CAT is presented
within Online Appendix 4. It can be seen that for some functions, only one actor is present, for example, “display vehicle speed” is a function solely performed by the on-board
displays, whereas a function such as “most fuel-efficient
path” is constrained by on-board computers, on-board sensors, infrastructure, other road users and the law. The SOCA
analysis highlighted the role that different agents can play in
day-to-day driving fuel use and presents a myriad of opportunities for targeting future interventions. As each of the
identified agents impacts fuel economy to some extent, the
SOCA–CAT identified the tasks whereby in-vehicle interventions would be potentially most beneficial.

3.5 Worker competency analysis (WCA)
As the final stage of the CWA, WCA proceeds to consider
the abilities and behaviour of the agents completing the
work. Typically, this stage is considered using the skills,
rules, knowledge (SRK) framework (Rasmussen 1974). As
such, this stage can be seen to be shifting towards the psychological constraints of users as opposed to the physical
and design constraints of the system considered previously
(Kilgore and St-Cyr 2006). Vicente (1999) proposed the use
of the SRK Taxonomy, which maps out the behaviour and
cognitive processes that an individual may manifest when
completing work-based activities. The SRK taxonomy
considers that human control behaviour can be classified
under three distinct levels. Skills-based behaviour (SBB) is
classified as automatic responses to environmental stimuli,
often without the need for individuals’ direct attention.
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Fig. 4  An excerpt from the completed SOCA–CAT analysis of the agents involved in fuel-efficient driving, including legend

Rules-based behaviour (RBB) is based on linking perceptual cues to a desired outcome, following set guidelines and
rules. Unlike SBB, RBB involves active decision-making,
allowing an individual engaged in such behaviour to vocalise
their intentions and behaviour. Knowledge-based behaviour
(KBB) can be seen as the deployment of extensive and complex reasoning to find potential solutions to a problem. The
use of KBB is slower and considerably more effortful than
either SBB or RBB due to the need for extensive attentional
focus. Tasks are not necessarily set at a given level of the
taxonomy, but are dependant on users’ ability and experience. Novice users may be forced to rely on KBB as they are
unfamiliar with a task, whereas more experienced users may
to be able to use RBB as they have greater familiarity with
the system and its functioning. Expert users may be able to
utilise SBB for some activities if they have had extensive
experience and/or training. Previous research has identified that the mapping of expertise to the SRK taxonomy can
be highly beneficial to the development of novel training
regimes (Fleming and Pritchett 2016).
Although it is typical that the SRK taxonomy is developed using the decision ladders (McIlroy and Stanton 2015a,
b), due to prior work, these were not considered within the
current study. An alternative approach is to use the ObjectRelated Processes layer, presented within the abstraction
hierarchy (McIlroy and Stanton 2011; Stanton and Bessell
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2014). This approach can be seen as beneficial as it directly
builds on insights gained previously within the CWA, including the CAT and SOCA–CAT. Table 3 presents a subset of
the generated SRK taxonomy using this approach. From this
table, it is clear that techniques that increase drivers’ skill
level, operating within the SBB level, either as a result of
increased experience or greater information provision, will
enable users to make more environmentally conscious decisions. Further work will be required to design and develop
interfaces that provide sufficient information to fulfil these
requirements but do not provide excessive and/or redundant
information. Previous research (Kalyuga et al. 1997) has
indicated that too much information can often be just as
detrimental to user performance as insufficient information.

3.6 Generating specifications
Using the CWA approach, this paper has identified the constraints that operate around a system designed to reduce the
fuel use of day-to-day driving. Insights generated within this
analysis can be used to directly inform the specifications of
the required system. Championing the positive role CWA
can play in devising requirement specifications is not novel
and has been discussed at length by McIlroy and Stanton
(2012). They propose that as the WDA stage of the CWA
process, the abstraction hierarchy offers a focus on what

Consistently monitor the upcoming road environment and scan for potential hazards
Consistently and proactively monitor road situation
for upcoming signs of traffic jams
Travel route with is most fuel efficient, based on
previous experience and understanding of fuel
economy
Travel route with is the shortest geographical distance, between start and end destination

Skill

Knowledge

Follow guidance presented in highway code to maintain alertness of potential hazards
Follow guidance presented in highway code for
identifying congested traffic
If multiple paths are available, then have an aware- Consider the most fuel-efficient path after extensive
ness of which is the most fuel-efficient
calculation

Monitor the current and developing road situation
for potential hazards
Monitor current road situation for traffic jams

Rule

Shortest path

If multiple paths are available, then have an aware- Consider the shortest path between start and end
destinations, based on geographical distance, after
ness of which is the shortest-based geographical
extensive calculation
distance
Following initial training, understand that road
Possess rules relating to the influence of road
Road gradient
Understanding relating to vehicle behaviour and
gradient can affect journey and fuel use
gradient on driving style, vehicle capabilities and
response to being on a gradient and active prepafuel efficiency
ration for road gradient to minimise the impact
on journey and fuel efficiency
Understand that the roadway environment contains
Speed limit
Use experience and understanding to minimise the Possess rules-based knowledge of Speed limit
multiple different speed limits that can affect
impact changes in legal speed limit can have on
driver actions and fuel efficiency
journey profile and fuel economy
Refer to legal guidelines regarding interactions with
Traffic lights
Use gained understanding of how best to interact
If traffic lights are present, determine speed that
traffic lights available within highway code
with traffic lights to minimise fuel use
minimises impact of potential requirement for
stopping
Control acceleration
Control rate of acceleration of vehicle in a way that If change of velocity is required, control rate of
Refer to legal guidelines regarding rate of acceleraminimises excess fuel use
acceleration
tion
Refer to legal guidelines regarding acceptable ranges
Control vehicle speed
Control vehicle speed using gained understanding If vehicle is in motion, control vehicle speed
of vehicle speed
and experience in order to minimise excess fuel
use
Control vehicle headway
Employ experience and understanding to control
If vehicle is in motion, control vehicle headway
Refer to initial training and legal guidelines availvehicle headway
able within highway code regarding controlling
vehicle headway
Detect speed of other vehicles
Awareness of the potential importance of the speed Apply rules to determine speed of other vehicles
Understand that the speed of other vehicles can have
of other vehicles on journey and fuel efficiency
an influence on own journey
Understand that smooth motion can impact driver
Smooth motion
Full understanding regarding how smooth motion Awareness that smooth motion can impact driver
passenger comfort and fuel economy
can impact driver and passenger comfort and fuel passenger comfort and fuel economy
economy
Apply knowledge and experience to determine
Understand that distance of other vehicles can have
Detect distance of other vehicles Awareness of the potential importance of the disdistance of other vehicles
a direct influence on own journey
tance of other vehicles and their potential impact
on fuel economy and safety

Most fuel efficient path

Detecting traffic jams

Alert of hazards

Table 3  SRK taxonomy
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the system should achieve, independent of how these goals
should be achieved; considerable parallels can be drawn to
industrial requirement specification documents. This can be
seen as a expansion on the work of Vicente (1999), who
argues that the early stages of the CWA process, including
the WDA, are independent of the users, their skills and any
automation that may exist within the system. Despite this
potential link, however, few direct examples of the use of
CWA to devise system specifications exist within the literature. The work that has been conducted (Naikar and Sanderson 1999, 2001; Naikar 2006) has focused primarily upon
the military domain. Taking ideas generated within CWA
forward towards a considerably less prescribed domain,
whereby users have considerable freedom in their actions,
such as is the case when considering fuel-efficient driving is
a great challenge. McIlroy and Stanton (2015a) argue that, in
addition to the WDA stage, the WCA stage of CWA can provide valuable insight when designing specifications. McIlroy
and Stanton (2015a) report that across the literature, there is
considerable variation in the individuals’ use of the different
stages of the CWA process in informing design. They argue,
however, that despite a step-by-step procedure for progressing CWA not being available, indeed perhaps not even possible, the use of the CWA process as a whole can be used to
elucidate design. McIlroy and Stanton (2015b) advocate that
using all CWA phases is required to achieve best results, as
individual phases of the analysis cannot adequately support
the perspectives of designers and developers.
Taking the ideas of this paper forward into designing
suitable interfaces to support fuel-efficient driving, we can
start to consider how each component of the completed
CWA can inform design decisions. To start this process,
it is possible to consider the different inputs a driver could
make to control the vehicle, or directly request information
from the vehicle. These considerations focused on speech
requests, direct physical control and in-vehicle automation.
Subsequently, the possible outputs a vehicle could make in
response to drivers’ requests, including how the vehicle can
provide information and feedback to the driver, focussing on
the sensory modalities of visual feedback, auditory feedback
and haptic feedback was considered. Finally, insight relating
to the external environment was examined for each stage of
the CWA process. This focused on insights relating to the
role of infrastructure items and a general category of “other”
elements including weather conditions that could influence
the driver and fuel economy. Table 4 presents the compiled
information gained from this specification generation activity. As can be seen, not all stages of the CWA inform each
of the generated input/output modalities, however all stages
of the analysis offer unique insight that would not have been
obtained should that stage not have been completed.
With this table in place, it is possible to identify a series
of case studies whereby information or feedback could be
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provided to the driver. Working through Table 4, a series of
case studies were conducted to identify the way in which the
CWA could help inform specifications development. Three
exemplar situations are presented in Table 5. As can be
seen, the different stages of the CWA process provide qualitatively different insights that can be used to inform future
development. Supporting previous research, the most significant information was generated within the initial WDA
stage (McIlroy and Stanton 2012). Despite this, all stages
actively contributed to the understanding of the fuel-efficient
driving task (McIlroy and Stanton 2015b). Although limited
insights were gathered from the StrA stage, this can be seen
as a consequence of the prescribed nature of driving, with
set operations being required to achieve set goals. Should
the task under examination have greater freedom in achieving goals, there is no doubt this stage of the analysis would
offer greater insights. Although these case studies are not
the focus of the current paper, which seeks to document
the development of the CWA, it is clear that the knowledge
gained from a complete CWA can assist in the development
of specifications for required in-vehicle interfaces across a
variety of different road-based scenarios. Once fully developed, these in-vehicle interfaces can be taken forward for
further empirical evaluation and testing.

4 Conclusions
This paper analysed the constraints that operate around the
use and development of technology supporting fuel-efficient
driving by the development of a complete cognitive work
analysis. An initial abstraction hierarchy was presented,
which documented the main objectives of the system,
the metrics for judging success, considered the processes
that each of these items undertook, and decomposing the
physical objects that played a role in the system. Following this development, a contextual activities template was
documented, decomposing the constraints, both spatial and
temporal that acted on the system. Potential tasks a driver
could be faced with were considered and a series of simplified flow maps constructed, examining the steps that a
driver could go through to achieve a set target end state.
In order to consider the role that different agents can take
within a given scenario, a SOCA was produced considering both human and non-human agents that can influence
fuel economy. Finally, a workers’ competency analysis was
completed, using the SRK taxonomy to examine the different actions experts and novices can take when faced with
everyday driving situations.
Future work will seek to build on the current analysis
by developing a series of potential interfaces based upon
the introduce thought experiments to support fuel-efficient
driving. These interfaces will be developed with the aid of

SRK guidance
regarding how to
achieve set goals

WCA (SRK)

Rules-based
programmed
behaviours

When haptic
information and
feedback would
be available
Where haptic
information and
feedback would
be available
Who would have
access to generated feedback
When auditory
information and
feedback would
be available
Where auditory
information and
feedback would
be available
Who would have
access to generated feedback
When visual
information and
feedback would
be available
Where visual
Information and
feedback would
be available
Who would have
access to generated feedback

When automation
would be available for driver to
activate
Where automation
would be available to activate

When speech-based When set controls
and information
information is
is available to the
available to the
driver
driver
Where set controls
Where speechand information
based information
is available to the
is available to the
driver
driver

Steps required to
achieve set goals

When haptic
information and
feedback would
be available
Where haptic
information and
feedback would
be available

When auditory
information and
feedback would
be available
Where auditory
information and
feedback would
be available

When visual
information and
feedback would
be available
Where visual
Information and
feedback would
be available

When automation
When set controls
and information is would be available
available
Where set controls Where automation
and information is would be available
available

Potential for vehicle Physical feedback
Feedback from
to verbally
respond to queries pedals
And haptic seat
In-vehicle “Siri/
Alexa”

Visual Displays
HDD
HUD

Self Driving
Control of Headway
Control of Acceleration
Control Route
selection

Direct physical
input
Headway
Acceleration
Steering
Braking

SOCA–CAT

StrA (flow maps)

WDA (Abstrac- Potential for the
tion Hierarchy)
Driver to verbally
request information
Range
Battery SoH, SoC
Journey Time
States of traffic
CAT
When speech-based
information is
available
Where speechbased information
is available

Haptic

Auditory

Visual

Automation

Speech

Direct control

Vehicle output

Driver input

Table 4  Specification insights from each CWA stage

Traffic
V2X
V2V
Weather

Identification of journey segments

Road network

Identification of
road types

Guidance regarding Guidance regarding
how to interact
how to interact
with other roadside
with key infrastructure elements elements
Guidance regarding
how to interact
with other road
users
Identify possible
agents, both human
and non-human
who can influence
the fuel efficiency
of the drive

Others

Infrastructure

External Environment
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Driver wishes to activate invehicle automation

Driver wishing to know the
most fuel efficient, route
to travel from their current
position to their destination

Define when this information
Vehicle must be able to prewould be available to be
sent information regarding
accessed, for example road
remaining range
Define how this information is type, location, and traffic
conditions
to be displayed for example
via the use of visual displays
(HDD, HUD) or auditory
channels
Define when this information
Vehicle must have access to,
would be available to be
and present information
accessed, for example road
relating to the most fueltype, location, and traffic
efficient path, accounting
conditions
for journey length, road
types and traffic conditions,
vehicle current position and
GPS data
Define how this information is
to be displayed for example
via the use of visual displays
(HDD, HUD) or auditory
channels
Define when this information
Vehicle must have access to
would be available to be
some level of automation—
accessed, for example road
for example basic cruise
type, location, and traffic
control
conditions

Driver wishing to learn about
their vehicles remaining
range, whilst maintaining a
steady speed

CAT

WDA

Scenario

Table 5  Example case studies regarding the insights offered by CWA

Define the limits and potential Define the pre-determined
of the automation, for exam- behavioural rules the automation must obey for each road
ple the vehicular systems
the automation has access to situation

Provide information regarding Knowledge of how the vehicles
fuel-efficiency can be modiwho has access to vehicle
fied based on drivers actions,
range information
utilising previous experience
Potential users include the
driver, on-board vehicle
automated systems and
potentially other road users

Provide information regarding Knowledge of how the vehicles
range can be modified based
who has access to vehicle
on drivers actions, utilising
range information
previous experience
Potential users include the
driver, on-board vehicle
automated systems and
potentially other road users

Provide guidance on how the
vehicle can maintain steady
speed

WCA

SOCA

StrA
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expert and novice drivers, and tested both in simulator and
on-road. From the current analysis, it is argued that CWA
provides a usable and accessible approach for mapping the
constraints faced by users and acts as an approach that can
inform future interface development and provide the basis
for specification documentation.
The CWA approach brought forward a technologically
agnostic tool to consider the requirements of fuel-efficient
driving, highlighting the constraints that exist around this
approach to driving, both in relation to the general driving
task and in specific road situations. The use of CWA also
allowed the identification and consideration of a variety of
agents, both human and non-human, which can influence
fuel use. Although the analysis highlighted that the driving task is largely prescriptive, with set mechanical operations required to control the vehicle and achieve set goals,
opportunities for fuel-saving interventions were identified,
primarily through the use of information provision. Greater
knowledge of upcoming road events can enable drivers to
react earlier, encouraging a more refined driving style, and
potentially reducing the amount of fuel consumed each trip.
Although the relative fuel savings of such actions are small,
were these actions consistently repeated across all drivers,
pollution and fuel use could drop significantly.
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